around." Gatchet concludes that there is something ineffable about music, even as he uses words-the written, printed word-to tell us so and he deploys Kuykendall's words-first spoken, later transcribed and edited into print-to help convince us. As scholars, teachers, and students, we need the printed word (whether printed on the page or pixelated on a screen), as it is an ideal medium for contemplating ideas that we need time to digest and consider. As we read, we can stop, think, and reread. But the spoken word and other sonic elements (music, ambient sound, and tonal aspects of the voice) register and convince us in other ways. Thus, we need also to listen, for there are arguments in sound, as well as arguments to be made (in print) about sound.
The development of a more fully multimedia Review will, the editorial team hopes, expand the opportunity and the means for our collective scholarly discussion about oral history, in all its orality and aurality (concepts which Siobhan McHugh sorts out for us, in her article). I thank Doug Boyd, digital initiatives editor, for charting our way toward a multimedia Review, and Troy Reeves, managing editor, for overseeing the myriad details related to files, codes, and formats needed to bring multimedia content to the journal. I also thank Lisa Feld, our production editor at Oxford University Press, and Patricia Thomas, executive editor, for their support as we advance this initiative.
Two articles on oral history and school desegregation turn our attention to the recent history of the profound political and social transformation set in motion by the U.S. Supreme Court's 1954 Brown decision, which outlawed racial segregation in the nation's public schools. Both explore oral history's potential to influence current (mis)understandings about the history of school desegregation, especially the tendency to see it as over and done with and, consequently, a failure. Tracy E. K'Meyer does so, in "Remembering the Past and Contesting the Future of School Desegregation in Louisville, Kentucky, 1975 Kentucky, -2012 ," by using oral history to recover a forgotten history of biracial efforts to support successful desegregation, including through busing, that most maligned of means to achieve integration. The passionate, pro-integration views of Tracy's interviewees are hardly all it will take to overturn the prevailing consensus about the failure of school desegregation, but they are surely oral history's contribution to that effort. And Tracy is clear about the political potential inherent in these interviews: "Just as the narrow and negative public discourse of desegregation's failure has had political and policy ramifications, this fuller history might provide a usable past for those who argue in the public arena for continued affirmative efforts to secure equal and racially and economically diverse schools." Emilye Crosby's perspective, in "White Privilege, Black Burden: Lost Opportunities and Deceptive Narratives in School Desegregation in Claiborne County, Mississippi," is less sanguine. The interviews she conducted and analyzed document the persistence of white privilege, which limited educational opportunities for African ii Nasstrom Americans in the past and obscures white culpability in the present, thus undermining contemporary possibilities for meaningful integration. Yet she, like Tracy, finds support in oral history for a vision of a more racially just public education system, as her interviews also offer "a glimpse of what might have been possible." Both of these articles remind us of the potential power of oral history for informing and shaping the future.
This issue of the Review inaugurates a yearly section devoted to oral history pedagogy, with Glenn Whitman as the section editor. Dedicated readers of the Review will remember that Glenn was the guest editor for a special issue on oral history education in 2011 (vol. 38, no. 1). Based on the success of that issue, the editors and editorial board decided to make this a regular feature of the journal. Two articles appear in this section. The first, "The Persistence of Silence after Dictatorships," by Laura Benadiba, describes a collaborative oral history project conducted by high school students and teachers in Argentina and Spain that documents and analyzes the impact of dictatorships on everyday life. The project is impressive on several levels, including the ways in which it encourages high school students to practice oral history at a high level and understand the nature of memory in theoretically and politically sophisticated ways. The second article in this section, "On the Other Foot: Oral History Students as Narrators," by Stephen Sloan, describes an innovative assignment that Stephen incorporates into his oral history courses, one in which students analyze their experience of being interviewed rather than of interviewing. Stephen concludes the article with a series of points that will be useful to all who train students as interviewers. His suggestions will serve as a starting point for a wider discussion of the ways we train students to be effective interviewers. As the Review launches a social media initiative in the months ahead, spearheaded by managing editor Troy Reeves, look for opportunities to engage in a discussion of the ideas Stephen presents here in the journal. Meanwhile, Glenn further describes the pedagogy section in his section introduction, immediately preceding the articles.
Jennifer Abraham Cramer, media and nonprint review editor, is working to bring us reviews that capture the wide range of uses to which oral history is being put. This issue features a review of a website/mobile app, an online radio program/podcast series, and two documentary films. Included in several reviews are links to web pages that illustrate points raised in the reviews, yet another reason for readers to gravitate to the online version when reading the journal. This is one of the areas of the journal in which the editors hope the Review's multimedia initiative will have a significant impact. Increasingly, we intend to give readers the ability to see and hear, as well as read about, these oral history applications. Jen welcomes your suggestions for items for review: exhibits, performances, films, websites, and other multimedia and hypermedia programs and formats.
John Wolford, book review editor, has prepared his usual complement of book reviews for this issue. The book subjects under review range from the 2008 election and the 1984 Bhopal disaster to secular Yiddish schools and Japanese World War II war brides in America. John's talent as an editor, shared by the reviewers who generously gave of their time to undertake a review, is to craft a book review section that reflects the diversity of published oral history work, whether undertaken by professional oral historians or by our colleagues in allied disciplines and settings. The reviews capture the content and import of each book, while also assessing the work's value and contribution to our collective understanding of oral history. Writing a book review is one important way that you can participate in the life of the journal. Let John know if you would like to be added to the list of book reviewers.
As this issue reaches you, the editorial team is busy planning for the next, which will be a special issue on the theme of "Oral History in the Digital Age," guest edited by Doug Boyd. Until then, we hope you enjoy reading-and listening to-this issue.
Kathryn L. Nasstrom
